®
Countrylovin, Ltd. - Price List & Website Policies
Web Site Packages & Options are:
ALL PACKAGES INCLUDE YOUR NEW DOMAIN NAME REGISTRATION, DNS TRANSFER, & EMAIL
FORWARDING!
•
•
•
•

All prices, packages and the website design policy’s are subject to change without notice.
The following packages are examples of what is included in each package, but is not limited too.
Design Fee is a one time fee and due upon completion of the new site.
Annual Hosting & Maintenance Fee is due upon completion of the site and annually thereafter.

1) COUNTRYLOVIN FARMERS PACKAGE
Description
1 Page, images, clipart, Unlimited links & Email
forwarding, Background/ buttons, Unlimited updates all
year.
TOTAL FOR WEB SITE DESIGN

Cost

$200/one-time fee
Due upon completion of site
HOSTING & MAINTENANCE: Includes Submit to 400 major $125/year
Search Engines & directories once a month, top listing,
Due upon completion of site
domain name registration, web space, & all updates.
and annually thereafter.

2) COUNTRYLOVIN FARMERS DELUXE
2 Page, images, clipart, Unlimited links & Email
forwarding, Background/ buttons, Unlimited updates all
year.
TOTAL FOR WEB SITE DESIGN

$250/one-time fee
Due upon completion of site
HOSTING & MAINTENANCE: Includes Submit to 400 major $175/year
Due upon completion of the
Search Engines & directories once a month, top listing,
site and annually thereafter.
domain name registration, web space, & all updates.

3) COUNTRYLOVIN FARMERS DELUX PLUS
3 Page, images, clipart, Unlimited links & Email
forwarding, Background/ buttons, Unlimited updates all
year.
TOTAL FOR WEB SITE DESIGN

$300/one-time fee
Due upon completion of site
$225/year
HOSTING & MAINTENANCE: Includes Submit to 400 major Due upon completion of the
site and annually thereafter.
Search Engines & directories once a month, top listing,
domain name registration, web space, & all updates.

4) COUNTRYLOVIN CHOICE PACKAGE
4 Pages, images, Clipart, Unlimited Links & Email

forwarding, Embedded Music. Background, Buttons, Bars,
Hit Counter
TOTAL FOR WEB SITE DESIGN
$350/one-time fee
Due upon completion of site
HOSTING & MAINTENANCE: Includes Submit to 400 major $275/year
Due upon completion of site
Search Engines & directories once a month, top listing,
domain name registration, web space & all updates.
and annually thereafter.

5) COUNTRYLOVIN CLASSIC PACKAGE
6 Pages, images, Clipart, Unlimited Links & Email
forwarding, Feedback Form, Hit Counter, Guestbook, Mail
List, Background/Bars, Buttons
TOTAL FOR WEB SITE DESIGN
$500/one-time fee
-Due upon completion of site
HOSTING & MAINTENANCE: Includes Submit to 400 major $400/year
Search Engines & directories once a month, top listing,
-Due upon completion of site
domain name registration, web space & all updates
and annually thereafter.

6) COUNTRYLOVIN CYBER PACKAGE
8 pages, images, Clipart, Unlimited Links & email
forwarding, Feedback Form, Java Applet, Secure order
Form, 1 Video Clip or Slideshow, Embedded Music,
Guestbook, Mail List, Message board, Search, Hit Counter,
Background, Bars, Buttons
TOTAL FOR WEB SITE DESIGN
$650/ one-time fee
Due upon completion of site
HOSTING & MAINTENANCE: Includes Submit to 400 major $525/year
Due upon completion of site
Search Engines & directories once a month, top listing,
domain name registration, web space, & all updates
and annually thereafter

7) COUNTRYLOVIN CHAMPION PACKAGE
10 pages, images, Clipart, Unlimited Links & Email
forwarding, Feedback Form, Java Applet, Secure Order
Form, Videos Clips, Slideshow, Embedded Music,
Guestbook, Mail List, Message board, Search, Chat Room,
Hit Counter, Background, Bars, Buttons
TOTAL FOR WEB SITE DESIGN
$800/ one-time fee
Due upon completion of site
HOSTING & MAINTENANCE: Includes Submit to 400 major $650/year
Due upon completion of site
Search Engines & directories once a month, top listing,
domain name registration, web space, & all updates
and annually thereafter

8) COUNTRYLOVIN CORPORATE PACKAGE: - QUOTE

ADDITIONAL EXTRAS
Each additional pages added throughout the year will be billed separately upon
completion, or will be billed with the annual statement.
Mobile Sites: $150 per mobile page
Additional Pages: $100
Additional Domain Names: $25
Scanning: $5/image

Audio: $20/file
Banner: $25
Logo Design: Quote
Slideshow & Videos: $50
CGI: $100/script
Secure Page: $150/page on secure server
Advanced scripts: Quote (message boards, post boards, auctions, classified ads, return
forms, etc)
(Auction, classified ads, message board scripts will have an installation fee, and an
annual maintenance fee both)

STORE FRONT OPTIONS
*Secured E-commerce Store Front = $150/page
*Secured Paypal E-Commerce Store Front = $100/page
For E-Commerce Store Fronts - I prefer & highly recommend an account with
www.Paypal.com. Opening a Paypal account is FREE (small fee applies if credit cards
are used, but is cheaper than maintaining a Merchants account) & Secure. It also cuts
your cost for opening and maintaining an E-commerce store, simply because it is much
easier for me to design and set up. If you are interested in selling items on line, I
highly recommend using www.Paypal.com.

ADDITIONAL FEES: All doc, pdf or text files to post on site must be sent camera
ready. Any additional scanning, or editing of documents (any file type) which is in
addition to what was received from site owner to webmaster is charged $25-$75 per
document file to make the corrections. The webmaster reserves the right to accept or
decline the files to be posted based on professional appearance of the file received,
and reserves the right to charge the fee necessary to edit the files to make camera
ready.
Any additional html web pages to the site throughout the contract are $100.
Additional secure pages or scripts are $150 each.
All payments are due upon receipt of invoice, and must be made within 30 days to
avoid cancellation of the website, whereas the following will occur.
*Additional pages or scripts, scanning, etc. that are added to a site that is not included
in the package will be billed separately upon completion, or sent with the annual
hosting fee, whichever is most appropriate. When the additional pages to a website
increases the total pages to the next web package, the new annual hosting fee will be
charged at the next annual billing date. The website anniversary date is established
on the day a new site is approved and activated with the domain name.

TERMS & CONDITIONS
Out of Contract Policy
* 30 DAY PERIOD: Every website client under a 2 year agreement with Countrylovin,
Ltd. will receive an updated renewal contract and the website annual hosting bill 30
days before the contract expiration date by email. Failing to renew & return the
contract signed with payment or to notify Countrylovin, Ltd. of intentions to
discontinue the site within the 30 days will result in the site being removed from the
internet and disconnected from the domain name on day 31. On day 31, all contracts,
previous, unsigned contracts, or not received by Countrylovin, Ltd. are void. Any
viewer accessing the site by the domain name will view an out of contract notification
and will be directed to the website owner contact information. Failure of the website
owner/client to communicate (email only) with Countrylovin, Ltd. within 3 days after

the website has expired using the Options #1, #2, or #3 below, signifies that the
website owner/client is forfeiting their rights to their website and all its files and
information, and the website is permanently deleted on the 4th day.
* OUT OF CONTRACT POLICY & PENALTY FEE: Website Clients Options include
the following:
1) On day 31 the out of contract period begins:
a) OPTION #1 - If one or both parties agree NOT TO RENEW the website
and immediately delete the site from the Countrylovin.com server, the
following will apply:
i) The website client/owner can send a written request by email
(only) to COUNTRY@COUNTRYLOVIN.ORG to delete the entire site
and all related files from Countrylovin, Ltd. servers with no
penalty fee. The domain name will be released for transfer upon
request from the website owner in the same email request, if the
domain name policy below is followed. Once the site is deleted
from the servers, Countrylovin, Ltd. is under no obligation to
share, save or will be held responsible for any files lost.
b) OPTION #2 - If one or both parties agree NOT TO RENEW but the
website content and information is needed for further reference, the
website will be reconnected to an undisclosed Countrylovin.com base
URL for a maximum of 3 days under the following conditions:
i) The website client/owner can send a written request by email
(only) to COUNTRY@COUNTRYLOVIN.ORG expressing their
interest in a 3 day reconnection of the site to an undisclosed
private and non-public base URL.
ii) A penalty fee of $250 a day will be charged for the 3 day
reconnection fee. This fee will be billed and payment received by
Countrylovin, Ltd. in advance before the site will be placed on the
internet under a base URL, and before the domain name is
released for transfer if the domain name policy below is followed.
Once paid, Countrylovin, Ltd. will email the website client the
base URL to the site. This URL will not be connected to any
outside on line accounts attached to the original website site
during this time. It is not the responsibility of Countrylovin, Ltd.
to share this URL with any person other than the website
owner/organization liaison. On the 4th day, the entire site and all
related files will be deleted from the Countrylovin.com servers.
Countrylovin, Ltd. is not responsible to share, save or will be held
responsible for any files lost.
c) OPTION #3 - If both parties agree to RENEW another new and updated
2 year contract, the following procedures will be followed:
i) The website client can send a written request by email (only) to
COUNTRY@COUNTRYLOVIN.ORG requesting a new contract be
sent, signed with payment and penalty fee.
ii) The penalty fee for the out of contract penalty is $250 to
reactivate an expired site that went out of contract, plus the
annual hosting fee.
iii) The signed updated contract, penalty fee and the annual
hosting fee must be paid in full and received by Countrylovin, Ltd.

before the site is reconnected and reactivated.
2) DOMAIN NAME(s): will be released to the domain name registrant or
reconnected to the website only after the following have occurred:
a) In the case of OPTION #1 above: The domain name registrant agrees
to the transfer. If the domain name registrant is not the website
client/liaison, written permission from the legal registrant is needed to
release the domain name for transfer to the website client/liaison.
b) In the case of OPTION #2 above: The full penalty payment is received
by Countrylovin, Ltd., and the domain name registrant agrees to the
transfer. If the domain name registrant is not the website client/liaison,
written permission from the legal registrant is needed to release the
domain name for transfer to the website client/liaison.
c) In the case of OPTION #3 above: When the full penalty payment & the
renewed and updated contract are received by Countrylovin, Ltd. then
and only then will the domain name will be reconnected to the website.
d) Failure to notify Countrylovin, Ltd. or initiate a transfer request from
website client within the time period mentioned above in OPTION #1 or
OPTION #2 will result in Countrylovin, Ltd. to be responsible for the
domain name residing on the Countrylovin, Ltd. DNS server. Thus the
website client is relinquishing full rights and giving Countrylovin, Ltd. all
legal rights, registrant, and full ownership of the domain name.
e) It is not the responsibility of Countrylovin, Ltd to contact the domain
name registrant to resolve and get permission with this matter if the
registrant is not the same person as the website client.
*Reactivation of an EXPIRED Website: Penalty fee is $250, plus the annual hosting fee.
* Early Termination: If a website is terminated by the client before the end of the 2
year contract date a $250 penalty fee will be charged and must be paid before the
domain name is released.
*Countrylovin, Ltd. reserves the right, in its sole discretion in case of a breach in
security or safety, to modify, suspend, or terminate this agreement and the website
and/or any portion thereof, and/or your account, passwords at any time for any reason
with or without notice to you. Any changes made to these terms & conditions can be
viewed on COUNTRYLOVIN.COM website and may be sent to each website owner by
email. The terms and conditions should be reviewed periodically for changes.

WARRANTIES AND LIABILITY: COUNTRYLOVIN, LTD. does not warrant that the
functions of the web site will meet the client's expectations of site traffic or resulting
business. In no event will COUNTRYLOVIN, LTD. be liable to the client or any third
party for any damages, including any lost profits, lost savings or other incidental,
consequential or special damages arising out of the operation of or inability to operate
these Web pages or Web site, even if COUNTRYLOVIN, LTD. has been advised of the
possibility of such damages.

TRADEMARKS & COPYRIGHTS: It is understood and agreed that the "screen display",
which includes the layout and the design, of the website mentioned above is owned by
and under the federal copyright protection of the web designer (dba)
Countrylovin.com. Under copyright protection, a screen display may not be copied in
whole or any part thereof. Countrylovin, Ltd. does not claim any ownership or
copyrights for the text, pictures, or information files on the website, that information
remains the property of the organization or the legal owner of the website. However,
copyright to the assembled work of Web pages produced by COUNTRYLOVIN, LTD. is
owned by COUNTRYLOVIN, LTD. In the event that the association between the legal
owner and COUNTRYLOVIN, LTD. ends, and the owner chooses to have another web

designer a completely new screen display must be designed by that designer. No part
of the Countrylovin, Ltd. design can be used without written permission from
COUNTRYLOVIN, LTD. The client represents to COUNTRYLOVIN, LTD. and
unconditionally guarantees that any elements of text, graphics, photos, designs,
trademarks, or other artwork furnished to COUNTRYLOVIN, LTD. for inclusion in Web
pages are owned by the client, or that the client has permission from the rightful
owner to use each of these elements, and will hold harmless, protect, and defend
COUNTRYLOVIN, LTD. from any claim or suit arising from the use of such elements
furnished by the client.

ORGANIZATIONS / ASSOCIATIONS WEBSITE LIAISONS: In order to keep the
communication working properly with correct & current information between the
organization & the web designer, the following will be implemented for
organizations/associations. Each organization with will follow these steps for
communication with the web designer.
a. The web designer (COUNTRYLOVIN, LTD) will only take request for changes &
updates from the executive secretary or the designated web liaison appointed by the
organization board of directors.
b. If the web liaison changes, the executive secretary or board president is to notify
the web designer of the new appointed web liaison immediately.
c. If a website committee is formed, the website committee is to observe the site for
any corrections and/or updates that the web designer / executive secretary / web
liaison might overlook.
d. A website committee must make any request for changes or updates through the
web liaison. No communications concerning the website from any person other than
the board president, executive secretary, or web liaison will be tolerated and accepted.
If this occurs, the webmaster reserves the right to discontinue the service as
webmaster for the organization immediately.

LITIGATION: Any disputes arising from this contract will be litigated or arbitrated in
Hancock County, Ohio. This Agreement shall be governed and construed in
accordance with the laws of the State of Ohio, USA.
Undersigned hereby agree to the terms, conditions and stipulations of this agreement
on behalf of his or her organization or business. This Agreement constitutes the
entire understanding of the parties.

WEB HOSTING
Question: What about web space for my website?
Answer: Web space for your website is included in the packages offered above.
Question: What if I already have web space?
Answer: I charge an extra $10/month fee for designing from another web host other
than my own. Reason being, I have no idea who or how many people have access to
your files. This has potential to lead to trouble. It is more economical & safer to use
my web space provided with the package deals. While using my web host, only one
person has access to the files, the web designer. Me! No one else! I do not design
from any of the free web host. Reason being, I do not approve of the "free for all"
unsupervised advertising that occurs from the free web space.
DOMAIN NAME REGISTRATION & TRANSFER
ALL PACKAGES INCLUDE ONE NEW DOMAIN NAME REGISTRATION, OR ONE DOMAIN

NAME TRANSFER, & EMAIL FORWARDING! All websites that I design with a domain
name must be either registered or transferred to my DNS server.
Question: How do I reserve my own domain name?
Answer: I can take care of that for you. The NEW domain name is registered under
your name as the registrant, or the specified person. I act as the administrator, billing
and technical consultant. The domain name is registered under my account, which
allows me to therefore take care of all the DNS forwarding emails & URL's forwarding
for you. Here again, the less people with access to the files and accounts, the better off
we all are! Another advantage is, DNS servers are really not all that fun to figure out, if
you are not familiar with them. Therefore, I offer a complete package, and a complete
service. All packages include: Your own domain name registration, and DNS
redirecting. By using Countrylovin.com as your web designer, web host & DNS
management, it makes your life (and mine) so much simpler! All the packages above
include either one domain name, or one transfer
Question: What if I already have my domain name registered?
Answer: That is fine. I will ask you for the information we need to release and
transfer the domain name over to my DNS server. Any other fee unforeseen or
additional transfer fees from another registrar or DNS server other than mine, is at
your expense. If a domain name is transferred from another DNS server to my server,
the registrant will be the person that gives me the final approval to transfer the
domain name. I act as the administrator, billing and technical consultant for the
domain name. To transfer a domain name out of my DNS server, there will be a $75
fee for the domain name transfer. All the packages above include either one domain
name, or one transfer.
Question: What if I want more than one domain name directing to my website?
Answer: That is fine, however for each additional domain name a $25/year fee applies
for each domain name. You can link as many additional domain names to your site as
you want, but they each cost $25 a year.

PAYMENTS & FAQ
Question: What about payment and my anniversary date?
Answer: The Website Design Fee and the Annual Hosting Fee is due upon the
completion, and your acceptance of the website. The Website Design Fee is a one-time
fee. The Annual Hosting Fee is due each year on your website anniversary date. The
anniversary date will be the date your website is up and running. Each year on the
anniversary date, the annual hosting fee will be due. A bill will be sent via USPS.
Your registered domain name will also have an Annual Renewal Date. An email
notification will be sent to you asking if you want to renewal or cancel the domain
name, at which time you can decide if you want to continue with your website another
year or terminate your site. The renewal fee for your domain name is included in your
annual website design fee.
If bills remain unpaid for 30 days after the Annual Hosting Fee is sent, your website
will be terminated. If a website has been terminated, and you wish to reactivate it,
there will be a reactivation fee of $75 up through a 60 day period, at that time the fee
for a new design and hosting fee applies.
Note*- Prices are subject to change without notice. Personal checks, money orders, or
Paypal (credit cards or Paypal transfers) are accepted.
Question: Can I preview my website?
Answer: You can preview your website at a private URL before it is posted on the web
for public viewing. Your approval must be made along with any changes made before
it is considered up and running and viewable to the public.
Question: Am I under any contract?

Answer: Yes, there is a one year contract/memorandum of understanding to sign
before the actual website is placed on the internet for public viewing. This contract
specifies some details of the website and the rights that you have as the owner and
that I have as the designer. Your registered domain name is under a one-year contract
with my DNS server, and is placed in my DNS account. After the 12 months is expired,
the domain name is up for renewal. I will contact you via email to get your decision to
either renew your domain name and website, or discontinue the website.
Question: How long will it take to design my website?
Answer: That all depends on how long it takes to get the information you want posted
on the website in my hands, and the package size that you choose. Once the
information is received, under normal circumstances ................about 2 weeks.
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